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Abstract: This paper presents an approximate computing method of long short-term memory (LSTM)
operations for energy-efficient end-to-end speech recognition. We newly introduce the concept of similarity
score, which can measure how much the inputs of two adjacent LSTM cells are similar to each other.
Then, we disable the highly-similar LSTM operations and directly transfer the prior results for reducing
the computational costs of speech recognition. The pseudo-LSTM operation is additionally defined for
providing the approximate computation with reduced processing resolution, which can further relax the
processing overheads without degrading the accuracy. In order to verify the proposed idea, in addition,
we design an approximate LSTM accelerator in 65 nm CMOS process. The proposed accelerator newly
utilizes a number of approximate processing elements (PEs) to support the proposed skipped-LSTM and
pseudo-LSTM operations without degrading the energy efficiency. Moreover, sparsity-aware scheduling is
introduced by introducing the small-sized on-chip SRAM buffer. As a result, the proposed work provides
an energy-efficient but still accurate speech recognition system, which consumes 2.19 times less energy
than the baseline architecture.

Keywords: approximate computing; LSTM architecture; speech recognition; VLSI design

1. Introduction

In the last few years, speech recognition using deep neural networks (DNNs) has become an important
challenge in the internet-of-things (IoT) communities as well as the artificial intelligence (AI) industries [1].
In general, to handle sequential data such as voice signals, it is well known that the recurrent neural network
(RNN) is suitable to improve the recognition accuracy by activating the prior histories during the inference
processing [2]. In order to achieve the attractive algorithm-level performance that can be even applied to
the commercialized products; however, the contemporary RNN-based algorithm normally necessitates a
huge amount of computing resources [3]. For example, the recent long short-term memory (LSTM) model
utilizes additional gate operations to provide state-of-the-art end-to-end speech recognition; however, it
significantly increased the memory overheads storing the excessive number of trained parameters [4].
Considering the amount of accessing energy for external DRAMs [5], therefore, the modern DNN-based
speech recognition solutions are mainly available at the server-scale or cloud-level computing platforms.
Targeting the on-device speech recognition, on the other hand, it is impractical to directly apply the recent
LSTM architectures at the resource-limited IoT or mobile platforms.

Several studies have presented optimization techniques for reducing energy consumption of neural
network processing [6,7]. For example, the work from [8] provides the energy-accuracy trade-off by utilizing
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the control gate, which is suitable for handling the image classification problem. The pruning-based approach
can reduce the number of multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations as well as the number of memory
accesses by eliminating less important parameters [9]. Considering the continuous speech signal, the
conventional LSTM-based network is modified in [10] by adding more gate networks that determine the
activation of state updates. As the computing steps in LSTM operations can be expressed as matrix-to-matrix
multiplications, the approximate computing from the singular-value decomposition (SVD) is applied to relax
the computational complexity without degrading the algorithm-level accuracy [11]. It is also possible to
further reduce the computing costs of each RNN/LSTM cell by adopting the concept of delta-network, which
adjusts the level of approximate parts by changing the sparsity level dynamically [12]. More aggressive
method adopting binary neural network (BNN) can be applied to minimize the energy consumption of DNN
processing [13]. However, it is generally reported that such a BNN-based method severely degrades the
recognition performance; even its flexible hardware can be easily implemented by utilizing the latch-based
scratch-pad memories (SCMs). In this work, the proposed work reduces computational complexity through
an approximate computing approach that focuses on complicated networks utilizing multiple bits to represent
weight values, which normally provide more accurate accuracy than BNN models.

In addition to the previous works, there are still potential rooms to enhance the energy-efficiency
of DNN-based speech recognition if we carefully tack account of the properties of input speech signals.
Compared to the practical time interval to construct each input state of LSTM (or RNN) structure, more
precisely, the input states from the speech data change quite slowly compared with other types of inputs [12].
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the adjacent input states tend to be highly similar to each other.
Starting from our prior work in [14], this paper presents an energy-efficient LSTM accelerator design that
performs the approximate LSTM operations based on the similarity-based cell activation. As described
in [14], we first introduce the similarity score measuring how two adjacent LSTM inputs are similar to each
other. The skipping method is then applied by limiting the number of consecutive disabled cells, remarkably
reducing the number of activated cells during the end-to-end speech recognition with acceptable accuracy.
The computational cost is further relaxed by adopting the pseudo-skipping approach, which is basically the
variation of delta-LSTM processing in [12].

In the proposed accelerator, we first realize the efficient controller architecture to support the
on-demand calculation of the similarity score. The processing elements (PEs) are then carefully designed
to support two types of MAC operations dynamically, i.e., the normal full-precision MAC computations
and the approximate MAC processing with the reduced precision. The new data scheduling technique
is proposed to allow the small-sized SRAM buffer by latching only the survived parameters to handle
the sparse matrix-to-matrix multiplications. As a result, the prototype LSTM accelerator in 65nm CMOS
technology supports the low-power on-device speech recognition by achieving the energy-efficiency of
211 GOPS/W, which is only 49% of the required energy at the baseline implementation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background knowledge of the
end-to-end speech recognition using the DeepSpeech Network [15], which is the baseline model of this
work. Section 3 describes the algorithm-level innovations of the proposed method, including skipping and
approximate cell operations. The proposed accelerator architecture is then detailed with the hardware-level
optimizations in Section 4. Simulation and implementation results are shown and compared to the prior
works in Section 5, and the concluding remarks are finally made in Section 6.

2. Background

2.1. DNN-Based End-to-End Speech Recognition

Figure 1 depicts how the DNN-based end-to-end speech recognition handles the input speech signal
and generates the final recognition results. Note that the input speech signal in the time domain is divided
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into equal-length windows, i.e., each window contains the same number of speech samples. Then, we
capture the essential features of the input window, which is normally based on the frequency-domain
analysis [16]. The captured features are issued at the DNN-based recognition system, resulting in a character
with the most probability for each window input. As we perform the window-level DNN processing, as
illustrated in Figure 1, the dedicated decoder should be added at the end of the recognition system to
construct the final output sentence.

Figure 1. Processing overview of end-to-end speech recognition.

In the baseline system used for this work, considering the contemporary speech processing works [17],
we adopt the time interval of 100 ms for making the input speech windows. After performing FFT
processing, numerous Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) values in the frequency domain are
used as features to be the input state of the LSTM-based network where the internal processing layers
will be described later. Similar to the other state-of-the-art solutions [18], the connectionist temporal
classification (CTC) step is finally applied for realizing the decoder architecture, removing the copies of
detected characters, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. DeepSpeech Network and LSTM Operations

For the DNN-based recognition system, in this work, we adopt the recent DeepSpeech network
from [15] as a baseline network to develop our energy-efficient optimization schemes. Accepting the
input MFCC features, as illustrated in Figure 2, the DeepSpeech network utilizes several processing layers;
three fully-connected layers (FC1~FC3) for tailoring the input MFCC features, a bi-directional LSTM
layer over n feature sets, and two fully-connected layers (FC4~FC5) for making the reliability values of
29 character candidates. Here, n denotes the number of windows for the input speech data. Note that
the character candidates include 26 alphabets, an apostrophe symbol, a blank symbol, and a punctuation
mark. With the proper pre-/post-processing steps, including feature extractions and CTC operations,
as described in [14], the DeepSpeech network achieved an attractive word-error-rate (WER) of 9.33% when
it applied to recognize Librispeech dataset [19].

The LSTM cell operation in the DeepSpeech network is a key computation for providing such a high
recognition quality. More precisely, as described in Figure 3, each LSTM operation receives the current
input data, which is a d × 1 vector xt, and the hidden state and cell state of the previous LSTM unit,
which are two k × 1 vectors denoted as ht−1 and ct−1, respectively. Note that the subscript t here is the
index of the window sample, representing the timing stamp during the recognition process. The LSTM
cell then computes the output cell and hidden states, i.e., ct and ht. More precisely, three gate operations
called input, output, and forget gates, first generate internal vectors denoted as ft, it, and ot, respectively,
which are formulated as follows.

ft = σ(Wx f xt + Wh f ht−1 + b f ) (1)

it = σ(Wxixt + Whiht−1 + bi) (2)

ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + bo) (3)
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Figure 2. DeepSpeech network architecture.

Figure 3. LSTM cell architecture including three gate operations.

To reflect the contributions of input data and the hidden state, as shown above, we introduce two
types of weight matrices Wx and Wh at each gate operation. As elements in each matrix are trained
individually for the gate operations, it is required to keep a total of eight matrices for realizing the LSTM
cell. In addition, a vector b having the same size as the input data is used as bias values. As depicted
in Figure 3, note that non-linear operators like a sigmoid function and a hyperbolic tangent function are
applied at the end of gate operations. The final outputs of the LSTM cell are then calculated as follows,
where � stands for the element-wise product between two vectors.

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Wxgxt + Whght−1 + bg) (4)

ht = ot � tanh(ct) (5)

3. Similarity-Based LSTM Operation

Although the LSTM-based DeepSpeech network achieves an attractive accuracy, it requires a huge
amount of computing cost and network size, which is difficult to apply in resource-limited systems such
as mobile and IoT environments. After performing feature extraction, more specifically, the baseline
DeepSpeech network converts the input speech data into n series of features, each of which includes
494 MFCC elements. Compared to the five FC layers utilizing 22M MAC operations, as reported in [14],
the bi-directional LSTM structure actually dominates the overall computational costs by requiring more
than 100M MAC computations. In order to improve the efficiency of DNN-based speech recognition,
therefore, it is necessary to relax the computing overheads of LSTM processing.
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3.1. Cell-Skipping Method Using Similarity Score

For the input voice signal, in general, the MFCC-based speech recognition manages the excessive
number of windows for taking account of various speakers having different speeds. Therefore, even
a single character input is divided into several windows having similar MFCC coefficients, generating
similar features handled by consecutive LSTM cells. As a result, in the baseline DeepSpeech system in
Figure 2, the output sequence at the FC5 layer contains several identical characters for a single input
character, and the final CTC step is inevitable to remove these redundant results. As described in our
conference paper [14], we newly propose the cell-level deactivation and approximation schemes for the
energy-efficient speech recognition by detecting these redundant positions at the run time, which is
conceptually illustrated in Figure 4a. At the time stamp of t, the LSTM cell compares the current input xt

with the prior one xt−1 to obtain the similarity score St before activating its gate operations. More precisely,
we can compute the similarity score at the t-th window sample as follows.

St =
C(xt/2w − M(xt)� xt−1/2w)− C(xt)

C(xt)
(6)

For the input 1 × k vector, the function C(·) returns the number of nonzero elements, whereas the
function M(·) generates a 1× k masking vector at which its elements become one for the nonzero positions
and otherwise zero. In order to ignore the small variations in two adjacent inputs, we define the clipping
parameter w to adjust the meaningful ranges for computing the similarity score. As reported in [14], input
vectors with high similarity scores successfully correspond to the redundant time positions that generate
the characters to be deleted at the later CTC step.

The similarity-based cell skipping method is then simply introduced by setting the skipping threshold
of θs. When the current St is larger than the pre-defined threshold, then we simply copy the prior outputs
without activating the LSTM cell operations, as exemplified in Figure 4b, which can significantly save
the overall computational costs. As the consecutive skips may degrade the recognition accuracy severely,
as described in [14], it is possible to limit the number of serial skips properly, leading to the energy-efficient
and accurate LSTM processing scenario. In this work, to develop the cost-effective LSTM accelerator,
we allow only two consecutive skips of LSTM operations for highly-similar inputs, which can reduce
the overall complexity by 26.8% under the 1% accuracy drop compared to the baseline LSTM operations
activating all the cells [14].

Figure 4. Proposed LSTM cell processing for (a) normal mode, (b) skip mode, and (c) approximate mode.
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3.2. Pseudo-Skipping Method for Approximate LSTM Operations

In order to further relax the computational costs in the algorithm level, we also present novel
approximate computing of LSTM cell when the LSTM inputs are relatively similar but not enough to
disable their cell operations. In this work, we define the additional threshold θp to activate the approximate
computing rather than the original LSTM cell when θp < St < θs. To realize the approximate LSTM
operations, more precisely, we adopt the concept of the delta-RNN scheme from [12], which calculates
the difference vector between two consecutive inputs followed by the clipping operation, increasing the
sparsity of matrix multiplications. As we only apply the delta computing for marginally-similar cases, it is
shown in [14] that the LSTM cells activating this pseudo-skipping mode avoid operations from the inputs
having large differences naturally. When the pseudo-skipping cases are detected, therefore, we can allow
more aggressive approximation on the LSTM operations by reducing the computing resolution compared
to the normal LSTM operations. In other words, as illustrated in Figure 4c, the time positions with large
input changes automatically activate the original LSTM cells with high-resolution MAC operators, and the
pseudo-skipping scenario is only used for handling the small number of changes between two inputs
by exploiting the reduced computing precision. Combined with the cell-skipping method described
in the prior subsection, the algorithm-level optimization can reduce the number of MAC operations of
DNN-based speech recognition by 49% when compared to the original DeepSpeech processing, relaxing the
computational complexity accordingly while maintaining the WER performance. To develop the hardware
accelerator, we reduce half of the original computing resolution for approximate LSTM operations, allowing
the high utilization of hardware resources.

4. Accelerator Design for Approximate LSTM Processing

Figure 5 shows the conceptual architecture of the proposed energy-efficient LSTM accelerator, including
an external memory interface for receiving input vectors and weight matrices, a similarity check module for
checking St of incoming input vectors, non-linear operators for computing activation functions, an LSTM
engine including 32 parallel processing elements (PEs), and on-chip memories for storing input/output
feature maps. When a 4096-sized 16-bit quantized input vector is transferred from the external memory, it
is first stored in on-chip SRAM buffers. In order to provide a sufficient bandwidth required by the LSTM
operations, the on-chip memory is configured by using eight 64-entry dual-port SRAM banks. Note that
total n vectors are serially accessed from the external memory and issued to the LSTM engine for handling
a sentence, which depends on the length of the recorded speech signal. To support the similarity-based
LSTM cell operations, it is required to keep the prior input vector for calculating the similarity score as well
as the sparse vector, as illustrated in Figure 4. The addresses of on-chip buffers are managed in a ping-pong
manner, efficiently supporting the proposed LSTM processing without consuming the additional energy
caused by vector movements.

The similarity check module then easily accesses two most recent vectors to compute St and selects
the current processing mode among three candidates, i.e., the normal LSTM mode, the approximate
LSTM mode, and the skipping mode. Two thresholds θs and θp can be initialized at the run time based on
numerous simulations as described in [14]. The LSTM engine performs the dedicated operations according
to the selected processing mode. Note that the internal MAC processing arrays are totally disabled when
we observe the highly similar inputs satisfying St > θs whereas the large amount changes of input vectors
(St < θp) allow the fully-activated LSTM engine. As shown in Figure 5, the LSTM engine mainly consists
of 32 PEs, each of which includes a MAC operator. Hence, 32 MAC operations are processed in parallel
for activating the normal LSTM cell operations. The memory controller efficiently manages data flows
between the LSTM engine and numerous dual-port on-chip buffers, maintaining the hardware utilization
to be high enough.
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Figure 5. Proposed LSTM accelerator architecture.

For the case of approximate mode, i.e., θp < St < θs, the LSTM engine supports the approximate
operations with the reduced computing resolution. More specifically, the original MAC operations
performed at each PE are based on 16 × 16 multiplications, whereas the approximate mode requires 8 × 8
multiplications. In order not to degrade the energy efficiency, in this work, the MAC operator is designed
to support two multiplications in parallel when the approximate mode is selected.

Figure 6 is an overall structure of the LSTM engine of the proposed accelerator, which can support
various computing resolutions required at the proposed approximate LSTM computing method. As shown
in the figure, the proposed LSTM engine internally includes a total of 32 processing elements (PEs).
By utilizing dual-port on-chip memories, we can perform the read and write accesses simultaneously,
improving the energy efficiency of the overall LSTM accelerator by reducing the number of inactive PEs.
In fact, each processing element is nothing but a MAC operator, which flexibly supports two different
computing resolutions according to the LSTM processing mode delivered from the similarity check module.
By supporting the optimal computing precision depending on the current input vector, we can additionally
enhance energy efficiency.

Figure 6. Overall architecture of LSTM engine providing multiple operation modes.

Figure 7 details the internal architecture of each PE, where the connections of multiplication steps are
conditionally modified on demand. More precisely, a PE is first initialized by reading 16 bits from the on-chip
SRAM and divides the data into two W registers, each of which contains eight bits. When we perform the
normal LSTM cell mode, two W registers together denote a weight value, whereas the approximate mode
handles two 8-bit weight values separately. Whenever a PE receives the data input (DI) in order to perform
the normal LSTM cell operation, which is an element of the current input vector, note that we can turn
on two internal 8 × 8 multiplications followed by a summation unit to support a 16 × 16 multiplication.
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Otherwise, for the case of approximate LSTM mode, we disable the red-colored modules in Figure 7, and
then only the leftmost/rightmost 8 × 8 multipliers are involved in the cell operation, supporting two 8 × 8
multiplications used for the delta-based LSTM operation with reduced computing precision. Note that
the delta generator in Figure 5 stores the approximate input values into on-chip memories, reducing the
unnecessary memory accesses associated with the high-resolution values. As a result, the proposed LSTM
engine structure offers an attractive energy efficiency by eliminating all the operations for the skipped
LSTM cells and also by reducing the number of processing cycles for the approximate computing cases.

Figure 7. Detailed PE architecture.

As we adopt the delta-based processing from [20] to develop the processing scenario of approximate
mode, some elements of input vector are changed to zero values before starting the LSTM cell operation,
increasing the sparsity of matrix-to-matrix multiplications for gate operations shown in (1)~(3). If we
directly use the same sequential memory accessing for pseudo-skipping LSTM operations as what we
apply to the normal mode, as illustrated in Figure 8, the increased sparsity results the additional redundant
on-chip memory accesses for taking meaningless weight parameters. To solve this problem, in this work, we
newly introduce a small-sized on-chip SRAM to keep the accessing sequence of W matrices. This address
buffer is initialized at the run time by marking the nonzero element positions whenever the delta generator
module in Figure 5 produces the survived input elements with reduced resolution. As we only apply the
delta processing for the partially similar inputs, the number of survived elements are naturally less than
that of the original delta-RNN processing [20], allowing to reduce the size of this additional SRAM. For the
prototype design, we only utilize the address buffer of 64 entries for the prototype design, minimizing the
additional hardware complexity. By accessing only meaningful columns of W, as a result, the proposed
accelerator maximizes the energy efficiency even for supporting the approximate LSTM operations.

After performing the MAC-oriented operations at the LSTM engine, the proposed accelerator enables
the non-linear operators such as sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions. We realize these non-linear
operators by adopting a number of look-up tables, which are basically obtained by piece-wise linear
approximations. It is also possible to re-utilize internal MAC operations at the LSTM engine for performing
five FC layers; the first three for the pre-processing and the rest two for the post-step as depicted in
Figure 2. As a result, the proposed accelerator design shown in Figure 5 successfully supports all the
processing sequences defined by the state-of-the-art DeepSpeech network while even allowing multiple
LSTM operating modes to save energy consumption by eliminating redundant processing parts as many
as possible.
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Figure 8. Sparsity-aware buffer accessing method for approximate LSTM processing.

5. Simulation and Implementation Results

5.1. Algorithm-Level Performance

In order to show the algorithm-level innovations from the proposed similarity-based LSTM operations,
we simulated various processing scenarios using the DeepSpeech network on the LibriSpeech dataset [14],
which are evaluated based on the tensorflow framework [21] to realize the original LSTM processing [15],
the delta-based computation [12], and the proposed multi-mode approach. To evaluate the computational
costs quantitatively, for each LSTM processing method, we measured the number of active MAC operations,
and the number of external memory accesses, which are known to be the two most energy-consuming
workload in LSTM operations [22]. For the cost-reduction techniques, we allowed a 1% accuracy drop
from the baseline WER.

Figure 9 illustrates the simulation results of different LSTM processing approaches, where the number
of MAC operations and the number of memory accesses are normalized to those of the baseline bi-directional
LSTM processing [15], which fully utilizes LSTM cells for achieving the most accurate WER result. When
compared to the baseline network, more precisely, we can save the number of external memory accesses and
the number of MAC operations by 55% and 49%, respectively. Note that our algorithm is also superior to the
prior delta-based LSTM processing, as depicted in Figure 9. Therefore, the proposed similarity-based LSTM
processing provides the most cost-efficient way to handle speech recognition by dynamically adjusting the
processing mode.

Figure 9. Computing cost reduction by the proposed algorithm-level optimization.
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5.2. Prototype Implementation

To validate the proposed idea, we realized the prototype LSTM accelerator, whose internal architecture
is depicted in Figure 5. For hardware analysis, we perform the post-layout simulation of the prototype LSTM
accelerator, which is designed in a 65nm CMOS technology. For synthesizing the prototype, more precisely,
we adopted Synopsys Design Compiler [23], whereas the place and route steps were based on Synopsys
IC compiler [24]. Figure 10a depicts the layout result of the proposed approximate LSTM accelerator,
occupying 3.37 mm2, where the area breakdown is summarized in Table 1. From the post-layout simulation,
the prototype decoder can operate at the speed of 100 MHz, consuming only 33 mW by adopting the various
hardware-level optimization methods. Figure 10b shows how the proposed schemes gradually improve the
energy efficiency of the LSTM-based end-to-end speech recognition, where the energy efficiency is computed
by dividing the maximum throughput of the proposed LSTM processing scheme by the corresponding
power consumption, which is widely used to present the allowed number of operations for the given power
budget [25].

Figure 10. Implementation of the prototype LSTM accelerator. (a) Layout result, (b) Improvement of
energy efficiency).

Table 1. Area breakdown of the prototype LSTM accelerator

Total Area
(µm)

Similarity Check
(µm)

Delta Gen
(µm)

Non-Linear Operations
(µm)

LSTM Engine
(µm)

SRAM
(µm)

Others
(µm)

3,367,650 13,830 37,703 522,732 140,629 2,639,526 13,230

For the same processing architecture, note that the original bi-directional LSTM processing provides
less than 100 GOPS/W. By introducing the algorithm-level innovations, combining the similarity-based cell
skipping and approximation, we can enhance the energy-efficiency up to 160 GOPS/W. As the approximate
LSTM operation reduces the required computing precision, as depicted in Figure 6, our accelerator
architecture presents the flexible MAC architecture supporting different resolutions, further improving
the energy-efficiency by 15.4% compared to the naive implementation of the proposed algorithm-level
optimization. Finally, the sparsity-aware memory accessing achieves the most energy-efficient processing by
eliminating the unnecessary on-chip buffer requests, increasing the energy-efficiency by 119% and 31% when
compared to the original LSTM operations and the naive version, respectively. As a result, the proposed
work provides the energy-efficient LSTM processing scenario by exploiting the co-optimization approaches
between the algorithm and hardware levels, leading to the on-device end-to-end speech recognition.

However, depending on the applications, there might be some limitations for directly applying
the proposed approximate LSTM computing, which is dedicated to reducing the computational cost
of bi-directional LSTM operations used for the recent DeepSpeech-based speech recognition systems.
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When we consider the streaming applications for the real-time system [26], for example, we have to exploit
a one-directional LSTM structure associated with the attention-based computations, and only a few LSTM
cells in the attention region are involved in identifying the output characters. In this case, the proposed
similarity-based LSTM cell approximation may severely degrade the recognition accuracy. Extending the
proposed approximate LSTM operation to the attention-based processing could be solved by introducing
more advanced similarity-checking criteria, which would be one of the future research directions for
further improving the energy efficiency of the state-of-the-art DNN-based speech recognition systems.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approximate computing method to reduce the processing cost for
LSTM operations used for the speech recognition systems. Based on our previous algorithm-level works,
the proposed method measures the importance of each LSTM cell at the run time and then deactivates the
redundant LSTM cells by the pre-defined similarity score. In addition, we newly define slightly-similar cells
to activate the pseudo-skip operations, which are delta-based approximate LSTM calculations with reduced
resolution. Therefore, we can reduce the energy consumption without compromising accuracy by mitigating
the computational complexity only for less important cells. The dedicated hardware architecture to support
the proposed algorithm-level innovations is carefully designed to further minimize the processing costs by
newly introducing the multi-mode MAC operators as well as the sparsity-aware buffer control scheme. As a
result, the prototype design in 65 nm CMOS technology presents a significant reduction in terms of processing
complexity, improving the energy-efficiency by more than two times than the baseline architecture.
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